TACTICAL WEAPONS
Sir, I want to share with the readers an interesting conversation I had with a child patient recently. It so happened that after I completed the treatment for the patient, he came up to me and stood behind me for a while, looking very curiously on to the computer screen on which I was writing the notes.
Then after a pause he abruptly asked me a blunt question, 'why do you have tactical nuclear weapons on your computer?' It was bit of a shocker, rather a question which can set alarm bells ringing in the head, for I didn't want to be associated with nuclear weapons.
On enquiring as to what the patient meant, he pointed to the radiograph icon on the computer; he said that he has this icon for the tactical nuclear weapons in his video game that he plays at home (Fig. 1) .
On R4 dental software, the icon appears above the teeth where a digital radiograph exists.
Then on a further search on the Internet I realised that the same icon is placed on containers or weapons that contain radioactive material.
Nuclear weapons increasingly feature in children's magazines, films and games.
In the modern day world, children can outwit you and may know much more than one can imagine. 
NO STATISTICAL DIFFERENCE
Sir, I would like to draw the readers' attention to a very interesting article in the May issue of the British Medical Journal.
1 The study highlights a threequarter drop in antibiotic prophylactic prescriptions, while showing no statistical difference in the incidence of infective endocarditis. I would hope this article provides some evidence for the difficult consultations we have all had with a small cohort of patients who are still insistent on having the prophylaxis.
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